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[57] ABSTRAUK‘ 
A zig zag wire carrier is continuously formed into a 
channel shape, and a continuously formed, elastomeric 
covering strip having a weatherseal element is wrapped 
around and secured to the channel. The wire channel 
is guided to straddle an inserter roll, and the body of 
the covering strip has inturned edges that are spread 
open by a spreading device as the strip approaches a 
wrapper adjacent the inserter roll. The wire channel is 
inserted in‘ between the spread edges of the covering 
strip, and the wrapper roll presses the covering strip 
around the wire channel so that the inturned edges of 
the covering strip are tucked inside the wire channel. 
Then the legs of the channel are bent inward to com 
plete the product. 

5 Claims, 17 Drawing Figures 
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WEATHERSTRIF ASSEMBLY APPARATUS 

THE INVENTIVE IMPROVEMENT 

Weatherstrips suitable for use around the doors and 
windows of motor vehicles commonly use a carrier de 
vice for gripping an edge to hold the Weatherstrip in 
place. Many different door and frame shapes, and wide 
ranges for manufacturing tolerances have required a 
large number of such Weatherstrip constructions. 
The invention involves recognition of the possibility 

of mechanically assembling an extruded, elastomeric 
weather-seal element of the proper con?guration and 
characteristics with a zig-zag wire carrier formed into 
a channel shape, all in one continuous operation for a 
substantial saving over previous constructions using 
different carriers and assembly methods. The invention 
aims at simplicity and economy combined with func 
tional reliability. 
A presently preferred Weatherstrip material is formed 

of an elastomer that is extruded to blow into an ex 
panded, closed cellular strip. The nature of the extru 
sion process causes considerable variation in the width, 
thickness and resilience of the extruded strip so that it 
is difficult to assemble with a carrier. However, the in 
vention suggests equipment that successfully assembles 
such an extruded strip with a zig-zag wire carrier 
formed into a channel shape in synchronization with 
the extruder for one continuous operation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The inventive Weatherstrip assembly apparatus in 
cludes means for continuously forming a zig-zag wire 
carrier into a channel shape, and means for continu 
ously forming an elastomeric covering strip having a 
weatherseal element and an adjacent body for wrap 
ping around the wire channel. The body of the covering 
strip has inturned edges for tucking inside the wire 
channel. A guide directs the wire channel to straddle an 
inserter roll for placing the wire channel in the body of 
the covering strip. A spreader spreads open the body of 
the covering strip to separate the inturned edges, and 
a wrapper roll wraps the body around the wire carrier 
so the inturned edges tuck inside the channel. A guide 
adjacent the spreader controls the spreading and wrap 
ping of the covering strip, and after the inturned edges 
of the covering strip body are tucked into the channel, 
the legs of the channel are bent inward. 

DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a partially schematic, elevational view of the 
inventive assembly apparatus; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary plan view of the zig-zag wire 

carrier used in the inventive apparatus; 
FIG. 3 is a cross—sectional view of the formed wire 

channel taken along the line 3 — 3 of FIG. ll; 
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the covering strip 

used in the invention and taken along the lines 4 —- 4 
of FIG. ll; _ 

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the covering strip 
wrapped around the wire channel and taken along the 
line 5 — 5 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the completed 

product taken along the line 6 —- 6 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary, elevational view of a guide 

for the covering strip; 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary, elevational view of a channel 

guide for the inventive apparatus; 
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2 
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the channel guide 

of FIG. 8, taken along the line 9 — 9 thereof; 
FIG. 10 is an elevation of the guide and spreader for 

the machine of FIG. I; 
FIG. 11 is a fragmentary, elevational view of an in 

serter and wrapper roll for the inventive apparatus; 
FIG. 12 is a plan view of the inserter and wrapper 

rolls of FIG. 10; 
FIG. 13 is a plan view of a spreader used in the ma 

chine of FIG. I; 
FIG. M is an elevation of the spreader of FIG. 13; 
FIG. 15 is a fragmentary, elevational view of the posi 

tion of the wire channel on the inserter roll; 
FIG. 16 is a fragmentary, cross-sectional view of the 

final forming of the wire channel taken along the line 
16 — 16 of FIG. I; and 
FIG. 17 is a fragmentary, cross-sectional view of the 

rollers for squeezing in the channel legs and taken 
along the line 17 -- 117 of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The main components of the inventive machine 10 
are schematically shown in FIG. I. A zig-zag wire car 
rier Ill, such as illustrated in FIG. 2, is fed to a known 
channel former 12 having forming :rolls to shape carrier 
I ll into a zig-zag wire channel l3 such as shown in FIG. 
3. Meanwhile, an extruder M continuously forms an 
elastomeric Weatherstrip 15 shown in cross section in 
FIG. 4. Elastorneric strip 15 is preferably of rubber or 
rubberlike material and has closed cells that expand 
somewhat after leaving extruder 14 to bring strip 15 to 
its full dimensions. This expansion is difficult to control 
so that the manufacturing tolerances for strip 15 ordi 
narily vary over a range wide enough to cause assembly 
problems. 
Guides 16 and 17 respectively direct wire channel 13 

and covering strip 15 toward a guide and spreader I8 
arranged adjacent an inserter roll 19 and a wrapping 
roll 20. Details of guide and spreader I8 and inserter 
and wrapper rolls I9 and 20 are more fully explained 
below, but generally these components work in cooper 
ation to spread open covering strip 15, insert wire 
channel 13 into strip 15, and wrap strip 15 around wire 
channel 13 to secure the two together. The assembled 
product 2I leaving inserter and wrapper rolls I9 and 20 
is shown in FIG. 5. 
A guide 22 directs assembled product 21 to a channel 

forming roll 23 opposite a back-up roll 24 for pressing 
down on the bottom of the wire channel to help draw 
its free legs inward. Then the product 21 passes etween 
former rolls 25 that press inward against its edges to 
squeeze the legs of the channel inward to produce the 
?nal product 26 having a narrow, gripping channel as 
shown in FIG. 6. 
Considering the process and apparatus in greater de 

tail, zig-zag wire carrier 11 is formed of a metal or plas 
tic mono?lament wire 27 held in azig-zag shape by lon 
gitudinal stitching 28 as generally known. When carrier 
lll is formed into wire channel 13 as shown in FIG. 3, 
it has channel legs 29 terminating in free end loops 30, 
and its channel bottom 31 is preferably curved con 
vexly inward as illustrated. 
Covering strip 115 has a hollow weatherseal element 

32 in a generally circular cross-section and a body 33 
for wrapping around channel 13. Body 33 has inturned 
ends 34 and 35 extending inward along the edges of 
body 33 and divided as illustrated. Covering strip I5 
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can have many different shapes depending upon the 
sealing requirements to be met, but generally body 33 
is sized and shaped for wrapping around channel 13, 
and weatherseal element 32, which may have a cross 
section other than circular, is adjacent body 32. Strip 
15 is preferably formed of an elastomeric and resilient 
material that is relatively soft and resilient, and prefera 
bly is foamed to produce a closed-cell structure. 
Guide 17 for directing strip 15 is preferably formed 

of a low friction material and has an opening 36 com 
fortably larger than the cross section of strip 15 for 
steering strip 15 in the desired direction. 
Guide 16 of FIGS. 8 and 9 is adjustably mounted on 

arm 37 and carries a guide block 38 for closing in and 
directing wire channel 13 without any twisting of chan 
nel 13 from the illustrated upright orientation. 
Guide and spreader 18 is best shown in FIGS. 10 and 

11, and 13. A guide block 39 has a channel 40 that 
steers wire channel 13 accurately without twisting so 
that channel 13 runs astraddle inserter roll 19 as best 
shown in FIG. 15. Ledges 41 on inserter roll 19 are po 
sitioned to receive the free loop ends 310 of channel 13 
to support channel 13 accurately astraddle inserter roll 
19. 
Underneath guide block 39, a spreader 42 is sup 

ported by a screw 43 and spaced from guide block 29 
by a spacer 44. Spreader 42 is also shown in plan view 
in FIG. 13 and in elevation in 1716. 14. As illustrated in 
FIG. 10, spreader 42 runs inside body 33 to spread 
apart inturned edges 34 and 35 as illustrated. A ?xed 
guide block 45 adjacent spreader 42 assists in the 
spreading operation, and spreader 42 and guide block 
45 have different shapes for different cross sections of 
covering strip 15. Spreader 42 gradually enlarges from 
its leading end 46 and preferably extends far enough to 
straddle wire carrier 13 in the channel 47 in the trailing 
end of spreader 42. This assures that inturned edges 34 
and 35 are held apart and lifted as carrier 13 is inserted 
in body 33. 
Another guide block 48 alongside spreader 42 is 

preferably vertically adjustable by means of an adjust 
ing knob 49 and a screw 50. Guide block 48 engages 
weatherseal element 32 as illustrated, and the vertical 
position of guide block 48 determines the downward 
pressure on weather seal element 32. If body 33 is suf?~ 
ciently wide for wrapping around carrier 13 without 
lateral tensioning, then guide block 48 is run in an 
upper position with very little pressure on seal element 
32. However, if body 33 is a bit narrow for wrapping 
around channel 13, then guide block 48 is lowered to 
press down harder on seal 32 and stretch the elasto 
meric material downward to allow a little more stretch 
across the bottom of body 33. 

inserter roll 19 has a ?ange 51 that engages seal ele 
ment 32 as strip 15 is wrapped around carrier 13 strad 
dling inserter roll 19. Seal 32 then rests between in 
serter roll 19 and ?ange 51 and is restrained from going 
beyond ?ange 51. Wrapper roll 20 has a ridge 52 that 
engages covering strip 15 in the groove between seal 
element 32 and body 33 for pressing upward on cover 
ing strip 15 to wrap inturned end 35 around carrier 13. 
A channel 53 in wrapper roll 20 forms body 33 around 
the bottom of channel 13, and a flange 54 opposite 
ridge 52 engages body 33 to push inturned edge 34 up 
over the edge of channel 13. Then as strip 15 and chan 
nel 13 leave rolls 19 and 30 they are assembled into a 
product 21 shown in FIG. 5 with inturned ends 34 and 
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35 tucked inside of channel 13. This is facilitated by 
proper adjustment of guide block 43 controlling the lat 
eral stretch of body 33 of strip 15. 
Assembled product 21 is then led to a thin former roll 

23 opposite a back-up roll 24 having a central groove 
55 so that former roll 23 can press down and ?atten the 
inwardly convex bottom 31 of channel 13. This tends 
to bend legs 29 inward, and the groove 55 in back-up 
roll 24 prevents pressure from forming, and roll 23 
from cutting through body 33. 
Beyond former roll 23, a pair of preferably driven 

rolls 25 engage opposite sides of the assembled product 
and squeeze inward as illustrated in FIG. 7 to bend 
channel legs 29 further inward to produce the finished 
product 26 shown in FIG. 6. The relatively closed chan 
nel 13 carrying inturned ends 34 and 35 can then be 
pressed over an edge around an automotive door or 
window to hold weatherseal 32 in proper position for 
sealing. The Weatherstrip retains itself in proper posi 
tion with inturned ends 34 and 35 providing a frictional 
grip, and wire channel 13 providing a resilient squeeze. 
Seal element 32 then bridges gaps between a door and 
frame and yieldably engages both the door and the 
frame for an effective seal. 
The inventive apparatus allows continuous and eco 

nomical formation of a Weatherstrip having a preferred 
soft and elastomeric cover over a springy, wire carrier 
channel. Such combination has many advantages of 
functional and economic significance, and the inven 
tive apparatus allows the product to be made at high 
speeds and accuracy. 
Persons wishing to practice the invention should re 

member that other embodiments and variations can be 
adapted to particular circumstances. Even though one 
point of view is necessarily chosen in describing and de 
?ning the invention, this should not inhibit broader or 
related embodiments going beyond the semantic orien~ 
tation of this application but falling within the spirit of 
the invention. For example, those skilled in the art will 
appreciate the different Weatherstrip con?gurations 
that can be made on the inventive apparatus, and will 
understand different drives, guides, spreaders and roll 
shapes for assembling any desired weather seal accord 
ing to the invention. 

I claim: 
1. Weatherstrip assembly apparatus comprising: 
means for continuously forming a zig-zag wire carrier 

into a channel shape; 
b. means for continuously forming an elastomeric 
covering strip having a weatherseal element and an 
adjacent body for wrapping around said wire chan 
nel, said body having inturned edges for tucking in 
side said wire channel; 

0. an inserter roll for placing said wire channel in said 
body of said covering strip; 

d. a guide for directing said wire channel to straddle 
said inserter roll; 

e. a wrapper roll for wrapping said body around said 
wire carrier so said inturned edges tuck inside said 
channel; 

f. said wrapper roll being adjacent said inserter roll; 
g. a spreader arranged in the region of the approach 
of said covering strip to said wrapper roll for 
spreading open said body of said covering strip; 

h. said spreader straddling said wire carrier on said 
inserter roll; 
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ii a guide adjacent said spreader for engaging and 
guiding said weather seal element; and 

j. means for bending the legs of said channel inward 
after said inturned edges of said body are tucked 
into said channel. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said inserter roll 
has ledges radially inward from the periphery of said 
inserter roll for supporting the free ends of said wire 
channel in said straddling position on said inserter roll. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 including means for verti 
cally adjusting said guide adjacent said spreader for 
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6 
varying the lateral stretching tension on said body. 

4. The apparatus of claim ll wherein the bottom of 
said Wire channel is inwardly convex, and said means 
for bending the legs of said channel inward includes a 
thin roller for bending said channel bottom substan 
tially flat. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4i including side rollers for 
squeezing the legs of said channel inward after ?atten 
ing of said channel bottom. 
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